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Evolutionary algorithms (in Robotics)



Overview

1. Introduction: History
2. The genetic code
3. The canonical genetic algorithm
4. Examples & Variants of GA
5. The schema theorem
6. Hybrid algorithms
7. Evolutionary robotics
8. GP



Hybrid GA:
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On using “Innovation numbers”



Evolving Neuromodules for Control

F. Pasemann et al. (1999) Evolving structure and function of neurocontrollers. MIS preprint



Evolutionary Computation

Formalization of GA
Four types of EC: GA, GP, EP, ES
Simple evolutionary strategies (ES)
Self-adapting ES
Nested ES
Applications of EC



Beyond the Schema theorem: Formalization of GAs
• Canonical GA, binary encoding, fitness proportional selection, 

only one offspring from each crossover
• Search space indexed by i=0,…, 2l-1,    l: string length
• pi(t) proportion of the population consisting of string i
• si(t) probability that i is selected as a parent 
• rij(k) probability that k is produced by crossover of i and j
• fi (fitness of i) is used as a matrix Fii=fi and Fij=0 for i≠j

• GA Operator composed of operators for selection, mutation etc.
• Further details in Mitchell p. 139, Whitley tutorial p. 79
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Vose, M. and Liepins, G. (1991). Punctuated equilibria in genetic search. Complex Systems, 5, 31-44.
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Results of the Formalization

Operator formalism: 
Operators for selection, mutation, crossover
Dynamical systems formulation:
Iteration, fixed points, stability
Assumes infinite populations
Finite-population theory: Markov chains
Statistical mechanics approach: Assume a 
particular (“Boltzmann”) selection scheme: 
Prediction of “macroscopic” properties of GA 
(Shapiro, Prügel-Bennet, 1994)



genotype
(encoding)

mutation/
crossover

phenotype
(applied to)

Genetic 
algorithm

strings of binary or 
integer numbers

e.g. 1-point
for both with 
pm, pc

optimization or 
search of optimal
solutions

Genetic
programming

strings of binary or 
integer numbers

e.g. 1-point
for both with 
pm, pc

computer programs
for a computational 
problem

Evolutionary 
programming

real numbers mutation with 
self-adaptive 
rates

parameters of a 
computer program 
with fixed structure

Evolution 
strategy

real numbers mutation with 
self-adaptive 
rates

optimization or 
search of optimal
solutions

Evolutionary algorithms



• I. Rechenberg, H.-P. Schwefel (1970s)
• Population-based real-valued optimisation
• Self-adaptation of (mutation) parameters standard:

individuals contain problem-dependent code and 
parameters of the algorithms (e.g. mutation rates)

• Learning of correlations between mutation rates
• On the other hand: “greedy” selection and simple 

recombination (e.g. by averaging the parents)
• nested (hierarchical) algorithms [island algorithms]
• “comma” and “plus” variants [without or with elitism]

Evolution Strategies



Evolution Strategies

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Evolution_strategies
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Canonical ESs:     (μ/ρ,λ)-ES       or (μ/ρ+λ)+ES

μ: populations size after selection (potential parents)
ρ: number of parents (mixing number) ρ < μ
λ: number of offspring (population size)

„comma“ selection: new population is selected
deterministically from the offspring μ < λ

„plus“ selection: new population is selected
deterministically from the parent generation
and the offspring μ < λ (similar to elitism)



Self-Adaptation Evolution Strategy
1. Initialize parent population Pμ ={a1, ,aμ}, each consisting of (y,s)
2. Generate λ offspring a’ forming the offspring population Pλ’={a1’, ,aμ’}

where each offspring a’ is generated by: 
a. Select (randomly) ρ parents from Pμ

(if ρ=μ take all parental individuals instead). 
b. Recombine the ρ selected parents a to form a recombinant individual r.
c. Mutate the strategy parameter set s of the recombinant r. 
d. Mutate the objective parameter set y of the recombinant r using the 

mutated strategy parameter set to control the statistical properties of 
the object parameter mutation. 

3. Select new parent population (using deterministic truncation selection) 
from either 

1. the offspring population Pλ’ (this is referred to as comma-selection, 
usually denoted as (μ, λ)-selection), or 

2. the offspring Pλ’ and parent Pμ population (this is referred to as 
plus-selection, usually denoted as (μ+λ) -selection) 

4. Goto 2. until termination criterion fulfilled. 

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Evolution_strategies



A.E. Eiben and J.E. Smith, Introduction to Evolutionary Computing. Evolution Strategies

z values drawn from normal 
distribution N(ξ,σ) 
mean ξ is set to 0 
variation σ is called mutation step 
size
σ is varied on the fly by the 
“1/5 success rule”:
This rule resets σ after every k 
iterations by
σ = σ / c if ps > 1/5
σ = σ • c if ps < 1/5
σ = σ if ps = 1/5
where ps is the % of successful 
mutations, 0.8 ≤ c ≤ 1

Genetic operators: Mutations

The one dimensional caseyi(t) = xi(t) + zi



Multidimensional mutations in ES

A.E. Eiben and J.E. Smith, Introduction to Evolutionary Computing. Evolution Strategies

Uncorrelated mutation with one σ Uncorrelated mutation with L σi’s Correlated mutations

y = x + N (0,C’)
x  stands for the vector ( x1,…,xn )
C’ is the covariance matrix C
after mutation of the σ values

Correlated mutations:



http://www.bionik.tu-berlin.de/intseit2/xs2mulmo.html

Hills are not independently distributed (hills of hills)
Find a local maximum as a start state
Generate 3 offspring populations (founder populations) 
that then evolve in isolation 
Local hill-climbing (if convergent: increase diversity of 
offspring populations)
Select only highest 
population 
Walking process from 
peak to peak within an 
“ordered hill scenery”
named Meta-Evolution
Takes the role of 
crossover in GA

Nested Evolution Strategy



Evolutionary Robotics
What are robots? Possible answer: interfaces between 
computers and the real world
Evolution of controllers
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehno85yI-sA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMyVbFDzxes

Hardware evolution is an option:
− Evolvable hardware: Modular robots

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIjzMszshVM

− The Golem project 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLtXXFw_q8c

− Overview by 
K.C. Tan, L.F. Wang, T.H. Lee, P. Vadakkepat: Evolvable 
Hardware in Evolutionary Robotics. Autonomous Robots 2004

Evolutionary Robotics by Stefano Nolfi and Dario Floreano. ISBN 0-262-14070-5



Evolving neural networks for control













Evolving Robots Learn To Lie To Each Other

Sara Mitria, Dario Floreano and Laurent Keller (2009) The evolution of information 
suppression in communicating robots with conflicting interests. PNAS

1,000 robots divided into 10 groups
Each robot had a sensor, a blue light, 
and a 264-bit binary genome encoding 
a controller
initial population: turn the light on at 
food resource, supporitng also other 
robots
positive fitness points for finding and 
sitting at the good resource, negative for 
being near the poison
200 fittest robots are selected, 
recombined and mutated
Near optimal fitness after 9 generations
A limited amount of food results in 
overcrowding

After 500 generations: 60 % of the robots kept their light off near food 
Other robots adapted to this and developped an aversion to the light



Outlook

Genetic and Evolutionary programming
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